
102/91 Mr. John Adelman 
533 Lowell 
Dubuque, IA 52001 

Dear Dr. AdelMan, 

:hanks for your letter of the 8th. 

Please note that out zio has been changed to 2170g. 
In addition to the AARG, lava best source I know for audio tapes, albeit of same 

dated but useful tapes, is tvrvi David Wrone, Univ. Wisconsin, Stevens 	WI 54481 

They taped a week of seminars and speeches by Howard Rottman, Wrens, dim "esar and me. 

The problem with referring you to sources is that almost all theorise conspiracies 

they do not prove and that are almost without exception unteneble. I regard this as evil 

and believe it deceives and misleads the people. Worse with young minds. 

We do not have cable and if we did I doubt I'd be taking the time for the enlarged 

show Nigel Turner sold to A &B. I agreed to be interviewed only on his word that he would, 

not go in for this pretended "solution." What he aired originally ien_t so. I can't 

imagine him changing that not Oen see haw he can validate it. 

I'm 78 now, in impaired health, and cannot take time to explain this further. 

But because you do teach I suggest that when you see or read this stuff ask two 

questions, first is something reasonable, and if it passes that teat, is it possible. If 

you really analyse these pretended solutions, none with survive these tests. 

I do have quite a volume of materials but have no idea who you would use what. 

I got about 250,00() pages of once-withheld official records in a series of Freedom 

of Information lawsuits. 

If you are ever near here you are welcome to go over these and make copies of what 

you might like Sorry I can6t now undertake this for you. 

Sincerely, 

"amid Weisberg 
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